
 
Transcript Evaluation Screen (SD3004) 
 
Use the Transcript Evaluation Screen (SD3004) to evaluate transferred-in courses for a student. Using 
this screen, you can evaluate both courses from electronically received transcripts and courses from 
transcripts manually entered. Using the translations from either the Course Translation Table 
(SD3003) or the college catalog file, or both, a transcript evaluator can accept, modify, reject, or 
place in a holding file, the transferred-in course information for a student. 
 
The Transcript Evaluation Screen allows you to: 
 
 Evaluate course information received electronically. 
 Manually enter and evaluate information received on printed transcripts. 
 Update the Course Translation Table at the same time you accept courses for students. 
 Accept one or more courses, place one or more courses in the holding file, and reject one or 

more courses all in the same transaction.  
 
When you use SD3004 to evaluate transcripts, the process suggests course translations in the same 
manner regardless of whether the transcript was received electronically or the course data was 
entered manually from a printed transcript. The Transcript Evaluation Screen: 
 
 Suggests course translations based on entries in the Course Translation Table; if no record is 

found in the table, it attempts a COURSE-ID match to your college’s course catalog file. 
 Suggests grade translations based on entries in the Grade Translation Table (SD3002). 

 
 

Evaluating electronic transcripts  
When you evaluate courses that have been received electronically, the courses appear on the left side 
of the screen. The process suggests course translations based on entries in the course translation 
table or your college catalog. The evaluator determines if the suggested translations are appropriate, 
makes any necessary changes or additions, and ensures the appropriate action code is attached to 
each transferred-in course. 
 
For electronically received course information, you can accept the default action code that is displayed 
(A or AU) or assign one of the other action codes (H, HU, R, or RU). The following table describes 
what occurs when the default action codes are displayed: 
 
If the translated course data is displayed from the 
Course Translation Table: 

• The translated course title is blank  

• The default action code is A (accept) 

If the translated course data is displayed from  
your college catalog file: 

• The translated course title is displayed from 
the catalog file  

• The default action code is AU (accept and 
update the Course Translation Table) 

If the incoming course does not match any entry 
on the Course Translation Table or your college 
catalog file: 

• The translated course data is blank 

• The default action code is AU (accept and 
update the Course Translation Table) 

• The evaluator must determine and enter the 
course translation information 
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To evaluate electronic transcripts, use these steps: 
 

1. In the SID field, type the SID of the student whose transcript you are evaluating. 
2. In the Transfer from Col field, type the college code for the college from which courses 

have been transferred. 
3. Press the Update (F2) key. 
4. Review the suggested translations and make any changes you want. 
5. For the Actn Cd field, if you do not want to accept the default action code that is displayed, 

enter another valid action code. 
Translated course data must exist for each course that you want to accept. Courses that 
you reject or place in a holding file do not require translated course data. 

6. Press the Enter key. 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If the student 
does not have 
a record in SM, 
an “N” appears 
in this field. 

The courses that 
have been received 
electronically 
appear on the left 
side of the screen in 
the TRANSFER 
FROM section. 

The process suggests 
course and grade 
translations on the 
right side of the 
screen in the 
TRANSLATION TO 
section. 

The evaluator can perform one of 
three actions for each course: 
 Accept the course (A) (default) 
 Reject the course (R) 
 Return the course to the holding 

file for future action (H) 
 
The evaluator can also update the 
Course Translation File for a course 
by leaving the “U” in the second 
position of the Action Code. If you 
do not want to update the Course 
Translation File for a course, you 
must remove the “U” from the 
second position of the Action Code. 
 
Note: The “U” does not appear for 
any course that is already in the 
Course Translation File. (See SOCIO 
110 and PSYCH 110 in the screen 
print above for examples of this). 

 

Note: Once you have accepted or rejected a course 
for a student, the course will no longer appear on 
this screen. You can see the accepted courses on 
SD3005 but the rejected courses are deleted and 
are no longer stored in the database.  Only courses 
that are assigned an action code of H (hold) will 
appear again on this screen. 
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Evaluating printed transcripts  
You can also use screen SD3004 to evaluate courses that appear on printed transcripts (student 
transcripts that were not electronically transferred). After you enter the transferred-in information for 
a student on the left side of the screen, the suggested translation (if available from the Course 
Translation Table or the college catalog file) displays on the right side of the screen. 
 
To enter course information manually, press the Add (F1) key to highlight the TRANSFER FROM 
fields: 
 
 

                          
  
 
 
 
The process then suggests course translations based on entries in the Course Translation Table or 
your college catalog. The evaluator determines if the suggested translations are appropriate, makes 
any necessary changes or additions, and ensures the appropriate action code is attached to each 
transferred-in course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The evaluator 
enters the course 
information from 
the printed 
transcript in the 
fields on the 
TRANSFER FROM 
section of the 
screen, and then 
presses Add (F1). 

The student 
must have a 
record in SM 
before you 
can manually 
enter course 
information. 
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If course information is manually added from a printed transcript, a transcript biographic record for 
the student is automatically created in the TRAN-STU-D table in the TRAN database. 

 
Courses accepted using the Transcript Evaluation Screen are updated in the following data tables: 
 
 TRNSFR-COURSE-D in the TRNSFR database 
 STU-COURSE-D in the SM database 

 
Note: The Transcript Evaluation Screen (SD3004) can be set to automatically update the Trnsfr Col 
Cr (Transfer College Credit) field on the Admissions screen (SM2001) when evaluated credits are 
accepted. The credit amount is included when registration appointments are assigned based on 
cumulative credits earned. To have accepted transferred-in credits update the Admissions screen 
(SM2001), use the College Parameter Table (SM5025) to set parameter SM1018 (Configuration Value 
Parameter) to Y (yes, update the credit amount in the Trnsfr Col Cr field). 

The process uses 
entries in the grade 
and course 
translation tables to 
suggest translations 
in the TRANSLATION 
TO section of the 
screen. For each 
course listed, the 
evaluator can accept 
the course, reject the 
course or place the 
course in the holding 
file for future action. 

All the courses in this example are 
already on the course translation 
table for this college. (The “U” 
does not appear in the second 
position of the Actn Cd field). 
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Course Translation Reports 
Two reports are available that list information about electronically transferred courses that are 
awaiting evaluation. You can use these reports as worksheets prior to evaluating transcripts on the 
Transcript Evaluation Screen (SD3004). 
 
 Incoming Electronic Transcript Translations Report (SD3204) 

Report SD3204 is available when you schedule job group SG105R (Receive Electronic 
Transfers), which moves transferred-in course information to the holding file. This report 
identifies students with electronically transferred-in course data and the college from which 
the data was received.  
 

 Pending Transcript Evaluations Report (SD3103) 
Schedule job SD3013J to produce the Pending Transcript Evaluations report. This report 
identifies all students with electronically transferred-in course data in the holding file and 
awaiting evaluation. 

 
Both reports provide the following information about records that have been electronically transferred 
from other colleges: 
 
 Identifies students for whom electronically transferred records have been received and the 

college from which the records were sent. 
 Identifies course information for the records that were sent electronically. 
 Suggests grade translations based on the entries made in the Grade Translation Table 

(SD3002). 
 Suggests course translations based on the entries made in the Course Translation Table 

(SD3003), the college catalog file, or both. 
 Identifies credit discrepancies and nonexistent course translations. 
 Identifies the SID assigned to the student by the receiving college when the electronic 

transcript was received. 
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Viewing a student’s accepted transferred-in courses 
You can view all of a student’s courses that were accepted using SD3004 and SD3005 by entering the 
student’s ID in the SID field on the Transfer-In Transcript Courses screen (SD3005) and leaving the 
remaining fields blank. 

  
 

               
 
 
 

Printing a student’s accepted transferred-in courses 
You can print a copy of all of a student’s courses that were accepted using SD3004 and SD3005 by 
pressing the Print (F3) key on SD3005. The report will print based on your setup – either to an 
attached printer or your system printer. 
 
 
 

 
 

Courses 
accepted from 
all colleges from 
which a student 
has transferred, 
display.    
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